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Abstract
Given a tree of n vertices and a list of feasible colours for each vertex, the coloured tree partition problem (CTPP) consists in
partitioning the tree intop vertex-disjoint subtrees ofminimum total cost, and assigning to each subtree a different colour, whichmust
be feasible for all of its vertices. The problem is stronglyNP-hard on general graphs, as well as on grid and bipartite graphs. This
paper deals with the previously open case of tree graphs, showing that it is stronglyNP-complete to determine whether a feasible
solution exists. It presents reduction, decomposition and bounding procedures to simplify the problem and an exact algorithm of
O(nplog2(a
√
p−2)) complexity (with a > 3√2) for the special case in which a vertex of each subtree is given.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The coloured tree partition problem (CTPP) is deﬁned as follows. Let T = (V ,E) be a tree of |V | = n vertices,
c : E → N a cost function deﬁned on its edges and C a set of p active colours. A collection I associates to each
vertex v a colour list Iv ⊆ C. The aim of the problem is to split T into p vertex-disjoint subtrees Tr = (Ur, Er), such
that colour r belongs to Iv for each vertex v in Ur and the total cost of the forest is minimum.
The feasibility of this problem is strongly NP-complete when (V ,E) is a bipartite graph. On grid graphs, it is
stronglyNP-complete to determine whether the optimum does not exceed a given value [6]. The case of tree graphs
was open. Section 2 surveys some references to the relevant literature and a number of applications for this case.
Section 3 proves that it is stronglyNP-complete to determine whether an instance of the CTPP is feasible. Section
4 provides reduction and decomposition procedures to shrink the problem. Section 5 discusses the special case in
which each colour admits a vertex which can only assume that colour, and provides an exact algorithm running in
O(nplog2(a
√
p−2)) time for any a > 3
√
2. Large as it is, this worst-case complexity is not exponential, and it can be
strongly reduced on average by an extensive use of reductions and decompositions and by the introduction of bounding
procedures.
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2. Survey and applications
It is a common assumption in most vertex colouring problems that the available colours are the same for all vertices.
The intriguing generalization of introducing vertex-dependent colour lists was independently applied to the classical
graph colouring problem byVizing [13] and Erdös et al. [8]. Presently, list colouring is an active ﬁeld of studies in graph
theory and operations research [11,16]. To the best of our knowledge, the extension of this variant to graph partitioning
problems has not yet been investigated. Most tree partitioning problems, in fact, focus on the optimization of complex
objective functions [4], or on the search for balanced partitions with respect to the cost or the weight of the subtrees
[5,10]. In the following, we consider a number of applications for the CTPP.
2.1. Cluster analysis
Given a set of n entities which should be grouped into clusters, various classical approaches start by building a
tree that spans all the entities at minimum cost and then remove some of the edges to obtain the clusters [19]. This is
common in knowledge management (grouping instances into concepts, for example legacy data structures into objects
[17]), image processing (grouping points into objects [18]), genetics (identifying correlated expression patterns of
genes [17]), document clustering [14], etc. The minimum spanning tree, in fact, often proves a powerful artiﬁce to
detect the inherent similarities and dissimilarities between the entities. In particular, it is quite robust with respect to
geometric changes in the boundaries of clusters, which degrade the performance of algorithms based on the idea of
separating data points by regular curves. In various applications, a tree structure is given by previous investigations
(e.g., phylogenetic trees) or by the problem itself (for example, the search for natural clusters in an existing document
taxonomy such asYahoo! [1]). The CTPP enriches the basic model to explicitly introduce further knowledge about the
compatibility between entities and clusters.
2.2. Processing of XML documents
An XML document is a tree structure whose vertices are parts of text introduced by tags corresponding to sections,
subsections, etc. [20]. A ﬁrst logical step to summarize it consists in extracting with an automated procedure the topics
treated in a part of text and associating them to the introductory tag. In order to obtain a meaningful and well-structured
summary, one should identify subtrees of the original document treating the same topic and merge them into single
vertices, so as to obtain a shorter XML document. Finally, the single vertices should be separately summarized. While
the other steps fall under the domain of information retrieval and text processing, the intermediate one is a CTPP.
2.3. Vehicle routing on tree networks
The multiple travelling salesman problem (m-TSP) is trivial on tree networks, as it reduces to computing a minimum
spanning forest and visiting each tree with a depth-ﬁrst strategy: the optimum is twice the total cost of the forest. This
holds both when the home locations of the salesmen are given and when they must be chosen. A certain amount of
work, however, has been devoted to hard variants of this problem [2,3]. The CTPP is a m-TSP on a tree network, in
which the salesmen have specialized functions, that is each vertex can be visited only by some of them.
Even if the p salesmen are interchangeable, the CTPP naturally models the following bi-objective problem: p
home locations are given and correspond to vertices with a single feasible colour. The standard service, whose total
cost should be minimized, coexists with an emergency service, which does not concern cyclic routes, but direct
connections between vertices and home locations. The second objective function, therefore, minimizes the maximum
travel time between each vertex and the corresponding home location. If this objective is, more naturally, modelled as
a constraint, each vertex has a sublist of feasible home locations. Note that the emergency service does not necessarily
use the same routes as the standard service, so that the connection times can be independent from the costs on
the edges.
3. Computational complexity
Theorem 1. It is stronglyNP-complete to determine whether the CTPP admits any feasible solution.
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Fig. 1. Graph construction to prove the strongNP-completeness of the CTPP.
Proof. Given a generic instance of SAT, build the following instance of CTPP. The vertex set V includes a variable
vertex di for each Boolean variable i, a literal vertex ui or u¯i for each literal and an occurrence vertex cij for the
occurrence of variable i in clause j . The variable vertices form a path; vertex di is linked to the two literal vertices and
to all the occurrence vertices corresponding to the Boolean variable i.
As for the active colours, deﬁne one literal colour for each literal and lj − 1 clause colours for each clause, where
lj is the number of occurrences in the j th clause. A literal vertex can only assume the corresponding literal colour. A
variable vertex can assume either of the two corresponding literal colours. Finally, an occurrence vertex can assume
either the corresponding literal colour or any of the corresponding clause colours.
By construction, each of the literal vertices belongs to a different tree, of the corresponding literal colour. As well,
all the trees associated to the clause colours are isolated vertices. Therefore, in any feasible solution, exactly one
occurrence vertex cij for each clause assumes a literal colour and is connected, through vertex di , to the corresponding
literal vertex. This deﬁnes a truth assignment satisfying each clause. The truth assignment is consistent, because vertex
di belongs to a single tree, thus forbidding to assign simultaneously two occurrence vertices to opposite literal vertices.

As an example, Fig. 1 presents the tree corresponding to the Boolean formula (u1 + u2) (u¯1 + u2 + u3) (u¯2 + u¯3),
and the feasible colour subsets (for the sake of simplicity, the ﬁgure reports for each colour r the subset of vertices Br
for which r is feasible: v ∈ Br ⇔ r ∈ Iv). It also provides a solution of p = 2n +∑j (lj − 1) = 10 subtrees, which
corresponds to the satisfying truth assignment u1 = u2= true, u3= false.
4. Reduction procedures
Remark 2. If Iv =∅ for some v ∈ V , the CTPP is unfeasible. If Iv ={r}, vertex v belongs to subtree Tr in any feasible
solution.
If Iv = {r}, we say that v is a root for subtree Tr and that colour r admits a root v. We introduce four manipulations
to reduce the size of the problem, as well as conditions and algorithms to apply them:
(1) Colour shrinking: the colour list Iv of vertex v is replaced by a sublist I ′v ⊂ Iv ,
(2) Edge contraction: edge (u, v) is contracted by merging vertices u and v into a single vertex w; all the edges
incident in u or v are replaced by edges incident in w; the colour list Iw is the intersection Iu ∩ Iv ,
(3) Edge splitting: edge (u, v) is removed and the two subtrees of T appended to u and v are separately tackled,
(4) Root splitting: root v is splitted into as many vertices as its incident edges and the subtrees of T appended to v
are separately tackled.
4.1. Colour shrinking
Proposition 3. Let u, v and w be three different vertices of tree T , such that w lies on the unique path between u and
v. If Iu = {r}, r ∈ Iv and r /∈ Iw, v does not belong to Tr in any feasible solution.
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So, it is allowed to remove r from Iv . Procedure ShrinkColourLists exploits this property to produce a smaller CTPP
with the same feasible solutions as the original one. Starting from root u of colour ru, it performs a partial depth-ﬁrst
visit of T , in order to determine the subset of vertices W which can be reached from u through a sequence of vertices
for which colour ru is feasible. The vertices out of W cannot assume colour ru, even if their original colour lists state
otherwise. The complexity of ShrinkColourLists is O(n), where  is the number of roots.
Algorithm ShrinkColourLists(T ,I)
For each u ∈ V : |Iu| = 1 do {Let Iu = {ru}}
W := ∅
FeasibleVisit(T ,I, u, ru,W)
For each v ∈ V \W do {Shrink the lists of the vertices out of W }
Iv := Iv\{ru}
EndFor
EndFor
Algorithm FeasibleVisit(T ,I, u, r,W)
W := W ∪ {u}
For each v : (u, v) ∈ E do
If r ∈ Iv and v /∈W then
FeasibleVisit(T ,I, v, r,W)
EndIf
EndFor
4.2. Edge contraction
Proposition 4. If all colours r ∈ Iv admit a root vr , let rv be the subset of vertices on the unique path leading from
v to vr in T . Let v =⋂r∈Iv rv be the subset of vertices belonging to all paths rv such that r ∈ Iv . In any feasible
solution, the vertices in v have the same colour.
Proof. If in the ﬁnal solution v assumes colour r , all vertices in rv (and therefore in v) will assume colour r . This
can be repeated for all colours r ∈ Iv . Hence, in any feasible solution the vertices in v have the same colour. 
Path v can be contracted to a single vertex, whose colour list is the intersection of the original colour lists. If this
is empty, the problem is unfeasible. Procedure Contract Edges yields a CTPP with a reduced tree T ′ and a reduced
collection of colour listsI′. Its feasible solutions correspond one-to-one to those of the original problem: simply assign
to both the end vertices of a contracted edge the same colour as the vertex produced by the contraction.
Algorithm ContractEdges(T ,I)
For each v ∈ V do
If ∀r ∈ Iv, ∃vr ∈ V \{v} : Ivr = {r} then
Determine the unique path rv between v and vr
v =⋂r∈Iv rv
Contract all the edges in v
EndIf
EndFor
It is easy to determine rv if one represents T by a matrix providing for each vertex v and each root vr the ﬁrst vertex
of the unique path from v to vr . Such a matrix can be built in O(n) time, by visiting the tree from each of the  roots.
Note that a run of ContractEdges also reduces the colour list of the resulting vertex. This could possibly allow to apply
again both ShrinkColourLists and ContractEdges, thus inducing further reductions.
4.3. Edge splitting
Proposition 5. Let Vu and Vv be the vertex sets in the subtrees of T appended to edge (u, v), and let Cu =⋃w∈Vu Iw
and Cv = ⋃w∈Vv Iw. If Cu ∩ Cv = ∅, the vertices in Vu and Vv assume different colours in all feasible solu-
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tions, and the two subproblems can be solved independently: the union of their optimal solutions solves the original
problem.
A sufﬁcient condition for this property is that all colours admit a root and Iu ∩ Iv =∅. In fact, in this case the partial
visits performed by procedure ShrinkColourLists cannot cross edge (u, v), so that no colour can have roots in both
subtrees, and no vertex in one subtree can assume a colour whose roots reside in the other subtree. In short,Cu∩Cv =∅.
4.4. Root splitting
Proposition 6. Let v have degree v and be a root for colour r . Let V (1), . . . , V (v) be the vertex sets in the subtrees
of T appended to v and C(s) =⋃w∈V (s) Iw for s = 1, . . . , v . If C(s) ∩ C(s′) = {r} for all s = s′, then the vertices in
different appended subtrees assume different colours or colour r in all feasible solutions, and the v subproblems can
be solved independently: the union of their optimal solutions solves the original problem.
A sufﬁcient condition for this property is that all colours admit a root and v be a root for colour r . In fact, in this case
the partial visits performed by procedure ShrinkColourLists can cross root v only if the visit starts in a root of colour r .
Therefore, only colour r can have roots in different subtrees, and no vertex in one subtree can assume a colour whose
roots reside in another subtree, except for colour r . In short, C(s) ∩ C(s′) = {r} for all s = s′.
Vertex v can be split into v vertices of colour r and the resulting subtrees yield independent subproblems. Once
these are solved to optimality, merging back the vertices obtained by v provides the optimal solution to the original
problem.
5. An exact algorithm for the case of known roots
This section describes a divide-and-conquer approach to solve the special case in which all colours admit a root. An
instance of this problem speciﬁes p vertices as given roots, one for each colour. The other vertices with a single feasible
colour will be simply denoted as roots. When a vertex is contracted to a given root, the resulting vertex becomes a
given root. Thus, colour shrinking, edge contraction and edge splitting do not affect the number of given roots. When a
given root is splitted, each resulting vertex becomes a given root of that colour for a different subproblems. Therefore,
all independent subproblems have exactly one given root for each of its colours. We also denote the l vertices of degree
1 as leaves, the q vertices of degree 2 as path vertices, the other b vertices as branching vertices.
First, we replace T with a reduced forest enjoying special properties (Section 5.1). Then, we show how to decompose
the reduced problem into smaller independent subproblems of balanced size (Section 5.2). Recursively applied, the
decomposition yields a subexponential number of basic subproblems (Section 5.4), which can be solved in O(n) time
(Section 5.3).
5.1. A reduced forest
Proposition 7. If all colours admit a root, it is possible to replace the given instance of the CTPP with one or more
independent reduced instances such that (a) all the leaves are given roots; (b) all the given roots are leaves; (c) the
degree of each vertex is at most 3; (d) the number of branching vertices in a tree containing ps given roots is ps − 2
and the total number of branching vertices is at most p − 2.
Proof.
(a) Let v be a leaf and not a given root: all paths from v to a given root include the unique adjacent vertex u: therefore,
edge (u, v) is contracted. This is repeated until all leaves become given roots.
(b) Let v be a given root and not a leaf: vertex splitting decomposes the tree into the subtrees appended to v, and v
is a leaf in each of them.
(c) Each branching vertex of degree > 3 can be split into a path of  − 2 vertices of degree 3, by reassigning the
incident edges: two edges for each of the end vertices, one for the intermediate vertices. Of course, the ﬁctitious
vertices are bound to assume the same colour: this is an additional constraint.
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(d) Let v ∈ {1, 2, 3} denote the degree of vertex v. Then in each tree∑v∈Vs v = 2(ns − 1) ⇒ ls + 2qs + 3bs =
2(ls + qs + bs − 1), that is bs = ls − 2 and bs = ps − 2 for thesis (a) and (b). If we merge back the roots splitted
at point (b) in order to obtain a single tree, they become new branching vertices, so that∑s bsb. However, it
is still b = l − 2 and, since all leaves are given roots, lp. In conclusion,∑s bsp − 2. 
Proposition 8. The reduced problem can be built in O(np) time.
Proof. Part (a) of Proposition 7 implements a limited version of ContractEdges, contracting each leaf of the current
tree (apart from the given roots) to its only neighbour. At most n − p contractions occur, and each one requires O(p)
time to intersect the colour lists of the leaf and its neighbour. The data structures update trivially since the contracted
leaves simply disappear. Parts (b) and (c) require simple visits of the tree. 
Of course, a full, and possibly repeated, application of the reduction procedures introduced in Section 4 would be
more effective, and could hugely decrease the average complexity of the subsequent phases of the algorithm. The
simple procedure described, however, guarantees the relevant properties at a low computational cost in the worst case.
Proposition 9. When the reduced forest has more than one component, the problem is easier than when it has a single
one.
Proof. When the reduced forest built by Proposition 7 consists of S disjoint components, these can be solved indepen-
dently. Let us assume, as will be proved in the following, that the complexity of the CTPP on a single component s is
dominated by K(ns − 1)blog2 a
√
bs
s for a suitable constant K . Moreover, note that bsb and that the total number of
edges (n − 1) equals the sum over all components of the number of edges (ns − 1). Therefore,
T (b, n) =
S∑
s=1
T (bs, ns)
S∑
s=1
K(ns − 1)blog2 a
√
bs
s
Kblog2 a
√
b
S∑
s=1
(ns − 1) = K(n − 1)blog2 a
√
b. 
In the following, therefore, we will focus on the case in which the reduced problem consists of a single tree.
5.2. A decomposition into balanced independent subproblems
Proposition 10. Given a tree with b branching vertices, there is at least one branching vertex whose appended subtrees
include at most b/2 branching vertices.
Proof. This proposition derives from an extension to general weight functions [15] of Jordan’s classical result on tree
centroids [12]. 
This special vertex (branching centroid) can be found in O(p) time [9], if one knows, for each branching vertex and
each given root, the ﬁrst branching vertex met along the unique path from the former to the latter. This can be achieved
by building an auxiliary tree, where each sequence of path vertices is replaced by a single edge. This tree has p leaves
(given roots) and b = p − 2 branching vertices. The unique paths between each branching vertex and each given root
can be stored in a matrix built by visiting the tree from each given root, just as in procedure ContractEdges. Building
the tree takes O(n) time, building the matrix O(p2) time. Both operations need to be performed only once.
Remark 11. Since b = p − 2, subtrees balanced with respect to b are also balanced with respect to p.
As the branching centroid is a branching vertex, it has degree 3 and various feasible colours. For each feasible colour
assigned to the centroid, the problem is decomposed into three independent CTPP instances. The optimal solution is the
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union of their optimal solutions, while the optimum is the sum of the three optima. Of course, whenever a subproblem
proves unfeasible, the whole problem is also unfeasible. To solve the problem, the algorithm assigns each feasible
colour to v, evaluates the resulting optimal solution and returns the best one.
z∗P(T ,C,I) = min
r∈Iv∩C
[
z∗
P (1)(T (1)r ,C
(1)
r ,I)
+ z∗
P (2)(T (2)r ,C
(2)
r ,I)
+ z∗
P (3)(T (3)r ,C
(3)
r ,I)
]
.
The pseudocode of the algorithm follows: tree T˜ is assumed to have already been reduced and R is the set of the given
roots.
Algorithm KnownRootsCTPP(T˜ , C,I, R)
Determine the branching centroid v of T˜
Visit each subtree T (v)l , to identify the active colours Cl and roots Rl
z∗ = +∞
For each r ∈ Iv ∩ C do
Assign colour r to v
∗1 := KnownRootsCTPP(T (v)1 , C1,I, R1)
∗2 := KnownRootsCTPP(T (v)2 , C2,I, R2)
∗3 := KnownRootsCTPP(T (v)3 , C3,I, R3)
∗ = ∗1 + ∗2 + ∗3
If ∗ <z∗ then z∗ := ∗ {Possibly update the best known solution}
EndFor
A couple of subtleties should be mentioned. First, the branching centroid becomes a given root for two of the three
subproblems, but the third one already admits a given root for the same colour. In this case, to maintain the properties
of the reduced tree, the centroid must also be contracted to its adjacent branching vertex. Second, the vertex chains
originated by vertices of degree larger than 3 are bound to assume the same colour. When any of them becomes a
centroid, its colour must be propagated to the other ones. Both these manipulations require O(p) time, which is the
same time needed to determine the branching centroid and the active colours in the current problem.
A number of reﬁnements could be applied to this step of the algorithm. For example, the reduction and decomposition
procedures described above could be performed on each subproblem and repeated as long as they have any effect. As
well, the evaluation of upper bounds (by means of heuristics) and lower bounds (such as the cost of the minimum
spanning forest computed ignoring the colour lists) could prune several subproblems. The analysis, however, ignores
such reﬁnements, because the additional computing time could negatively affect the worst-case efﬁciency, though in
the average case they are likely to yield strong improvements.
5.3. The basic case
The basic case of the recursive algorithm KnownRootsCTPP occurs when the current problem has no branching
vertex.
Proposition 12. When there are no branching vertices, the CTPP can be solved in O(n) time.
Proof. The degenerate case in which the tree consists of a single vertex requires to do nothing. If the tree consists
of a path whose ends have the same colour, a simple scan veriﬁes whether that colour is feasible for the whole path.
If the end vertices have different colours, one edge must be removed to solve the problem. Note that after procedure
ShrinkColourLists the vertices admitting a colour form a connected subset including the given root for that colour.
Therefore, the vertices admitting only one of the two colours which are active in T are adjacent to each other and to
the corresponding end vertex, while the vertices admitting both colours stay in the middle. Since the edges whose end
vertices admit the same single colour cannot be removed, the algorithm selects in O(n) time the most expensive of the
other edges and removes it. 
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5.4. The overall complexity
After the initial O(np) reduction phase, the algorithm runs an introductory phase of O(p) complexity to determine the
branching centroid and the active colours in each subproblem.Then, it solves atmostp=b+2 problems,made up of three
subproblems each. The subproblems concern at most half of the branching vertices and can be solved independently.
Moreover, their complexity obviously increases with b and n. So the overall complexity can be majorized by
(b, n)c′(b + 2) + 3(b + 2)
(⌊
b
2
⌋
, n − 1
)
,
where c′ is a constant value so large that c′(b + 2) dominates the complexity of the introductory phase.
Theorem 13. Algorithm KnownRootsCTPP solves the CTPP with known roots in O((n − 1) blog2(a
√
b)) time for any
a > 3
√
2.
Proof. We prove by strong induction on b that suitable values ofK and n0 exist such that(b, n)K(n−1) blog2(a
√
b)
for all nn0 and for all b. In most proofs by induction, the thesis is ﬁrst proved for b = 1 (basis of the induction),
and then it is extended from all values b = 1, . . . , i − 1 to b = i (inductive step). Here, however, the induction can
be extended only if i is large enough, and the threshold value i∗ beyond which this becomes possible depends on a,
getting larger and larger as a approaches 3
√
2. Thus, we will ﬁrst prove the existence of a threshold value i∗, then the
validity of the thesis for all values up to the threshold.
Let us assume that suitable values of K and n0 exist, such that
(b, n)K(n − 1) blog2(a
√
b) for all nn0 and b = 1, . . . , i − 1.
Since i/2 i − 1
(i, n)c′(i + 2) + 3(i + 2)
(⌊
i
2
⌋
, n
)
c′(i + 2) + 3(i + 2) K(n − 1)
(
i
2
)log2(a√ i2)
=K(n − 1) ilog2(a
√
i)
[
c′(i + 2)
K(n − 1)ilog2(a
√
i)
+ 3
√
2
a
i + 2
i
]
K(n − 1) ilog2(a
√
i)(i) for all nn0,
where (assuming K and n0 larger than 1)
(i) = c
′(i + 2)
ilog2(a
√
i)
+ 3
√
2
a
i + 2
i
.
If(i)< 1, the inductive step is proved. But, since limi→+∞(i)=3
√
2/a, for any value of a > 3
√
2 there is a suitably
large value i∗ such that (i)< 1 for all i i∗.
As for the basis of the induction, let q = log2 b and iterate q times the recursion
(b, n)(2q, n)c′(2q + 2) + 3 (2q + 2)(2q−1, n − 1)
 · · · 	(b) + 
(b)(0, n − q − 1),
where 	 and 
 are suitable functions of b. Thanks to Proposition 12, for a suitable value of n0
(b, n)	(b) + 
(b)c′′(n − 1) for all nn0.
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Then the basis of the induction
(b, n)K(n − 1) blog2(a
√
b) for all nn0 and b i∗ − 1
is also proved by setting K to the following value depending on i∗, and therefore on a
K = max
b=1,...,i∗−1
	(b) + 
(b)c′′
blog2(a
√
b)
. 
Note that the worst case for this algorithm is characterized by quite special features: the reduced forest consists of a
single tree, no additional constraint requires different vertices to have the same colour and the branching vertices have
many feasible colours. Removing any of these features, the problem simpliﬁes. In particular, the following result holds
when the length of the colour lists, that is the freedom in the assignment of colours to vertices, is limited.
Corollary 14. If |Iv|I for all branching vertices in the reduced forest, the CTPP with given roots is solved in
O(nblog2(3I )) time.
Proof. This derives from the master theorem [7], applied to
(b, n)c′(b + 2) + 3I
(⌊
b
2
⌋
, n − 1
)
. 
5.5. Known roots and bipartite graphs
Theorem1 proves theNP-completeness of theCTPPwhen some roots are unknown.On the other side, the following
theorem proves that, even if all colours have a given root, the coloured graph partition problem isNP-complete on
bipartite graphs. Note that trees are special bipartite graphs, but neither of the two proofs applies to the speciﬁc case of
tree graphs and given roots.
Theorem 15. It is strongly NP-complete to determine whether the coloured graph partition problem on bipartite
graphs admits any feasible solution, even if all colours have a given root.
Proof. Given any SAT instance, let Gˆ(Vˆ , Eˆ) be a bipartite graph: the vertices on one shore represent the Boolean
variables; those on the other one represent the literals and the logical clauses. Each variable vertex is linked to the two
corresponding literal vertices and to the vertices representing the clauses in which the variable occurs. We deﬁne a
colour for each literal. A literal vertex can only assume the corresponding literal colour. A variable vertex can assume
either of the two corresponding literal colours. Finally, a clause vertex can assume all the literal colours corresponding
to the literals occurring in the clause.
Obviously, in any feasible solution, each tree is rooted in the corresponding literal vertex. Each variable vertex belongs
to either of the trees rooted in the corresponding literal vertices.This tree can include someof the adjacent clause vertices:
this identiﬁes a (necessarily consistent) truth assignment which satisﬁes those clauses. A feasible solution, therefore,
corresponds to a satisfying truth assignment for all clauses. Conversely, a satisfying truth assignment identiﬁes a feasible
solution for the problem. 
Note that the graph construction adopted in Theorem 15 is similar to the one of Theorem 1: for each clause j , a single
clause vertex replaces lj occurrence vertices. Fig. 2 reports the bipartite graph and the auxiliary sets Br corresponding
to the Boolean formula (u1 + u2)(u¯1 + u2 + u3)(u¯2 + u¯3).
6. Conclusions
The coloured tree partition problem (CTPP) is a new tree partitioning problems with applications to cluster analysis
and to the management of tree structures and tree networks. Speciﬁcally, it allows to include relevant information about
constraints and objective functions which is not satisfactorily expressed by the edge costs, thus partly bridging the gap
between unsupervised and supervised clustering. The problem is strongly NP-complete. This paper describes reduction
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Fig. 2. The equivalence between SAT and colour-constrained graph partition on bipartite graphs with known roots.
and decomposition procedures for the general case and an algorithm for the special case in which all colours admit a
root, thus modelling a partial knowledge about the distribution of the subtrees.
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